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if you enjoyed thief you'll love the witcher. thief 2: the silent assassin is the mod that provides a
complete fresh reinvention of the thief universe with new missions (each in the form of a short,
standalone quest), new locations to explore, a new ui, and new items to buy and sell. the modded
combat is entirely automatic, meaning players need not perform any actual attacks on their
opponents. when a monster attacks a player, they slash at them with a sword in order to send them
reeling. a player can disable this feature by pressing e or e again, and the character simply shuffles
backwards.the witcher 3:wild hunt'smove mechanicsare very fluid, and players can also grapple with
monsters and perform acrobatic maneuvers similar to the original game's combat. the action is
rather simple. players can hit monsters with swords, throwing axes, and more. other weapons, such
as hand blades, can also be used when holding down the r2 button on the controller. the blood that
arises from melee combat makes sure you don't get in the habit of melee-only combat--that's where
the brutal blood mod comes in. brutal blood essentially turns the melee combat in the witcher 3 into
mortal kombat (or, at the very least, deep crimson), in which the player can choose to unleash their
enemies' dark souls to bloody mayhem. enemies in the brutal blood mod die outbursts of their own
blood, with the amount of blood already on the screen sometimes decreasing as the player takes on
more enemies. players can use magic to boost their damage against enemies, allowing them to take
on stronger opponents who would be depleting their health too quickly. magic also allows the player
to cast powerful attacks at enemies, sending them to the nearest walls to kill themselves with their
own blood and stagger their fellow monsters. magic can be accessed with the e key by pressing the
right analog stick in either direction. point the right analog stick up and press e to enter the full-
screen wizard menu, and then point the analog stick right to indicate the magic mode. press and
hold e to cast the spell, and release e to dispell the magic. you can also use magic to cast spells in-
game.

Witcher 3 Finisher Mod

i've also been playing mass effect 3 recently, which is probably the game that the most reminds me
of the witcher 3: wild hunt. the combat is a little more simple in mass effect 3, but the biggest
difference is that mass effect 3 has romance. there's something really compelling about the

characters in mass effect 3, and i feel like they're the most interesting part of the game. as you can
see from the above mod screenshots, the finisher is activated by a single button press. the witcher
3is relatively easy to mod, since no programming skills are needed. all the mod creator needs to do

is get ahold of anofficialgame file. the witcher 3's finisher mod adds a new function to the game.
instead of attacking with a sword, geralt of rivia simply swings his sword at the enemy to inflict a
massive slash. this attack can be used multiple times to reduce an enemy's health, causing the

enemy to convulsively twitch from each blow. the witcher 3: wild hunt is a story-driven open world
rpg set in a visually stunning fantasy universe full of meaningful choices and impactful

consequences. in the witcher, you play as professional monster hunter geralt of rivia tasked with
finding a child of prophecy in a vast open world rich with merchant cities, pirate islands, dangerous
mountain passes, and forgotten caverns to explore. geralt of rivia can do two things during a melee
attack. first, players can execute a finisher by pressing the attack button a second time. the finisher
will result in a single sword swing that is split into two separate attacks. these two attacks will target

either the left or the right side of the enemy. 5ec8ef588b
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